Potential donor phones
Unit with interest. Nonsmoker, ♀ ≤35.5 yrs,
normal weight and not
been adopted. No tattoos
in the last 6 months. Not
visited Zika infected
country in the last 6
months
No history of CJD, Prion
related disease or
Mitochondrial disease
Knows family history from
both sides. Refer to our
website, HFEA and
NGDT.
Complete A85C

Pathway For Known/ Unknown Egg Donor/Sharer
Implication counselling A9C
Counsellor confirms suitability to egg donor
co-ordinator after implication counselling
A178C/A190C. Counsellor provides blue
history sheet A89C, WOC, CD and
Declaration to GP regarding suitability to
donate. A91C for patient to complete and
return to unit.

If normal, appointment to
see doctor - re results
and suitability as a donor.
Plus TV scan – AFC if
needed

Letter to GP
regarding
suitability
with signed
declaration
from donor
A91C

Initial Screen
Personal
History taken.
CMV, IgG, IgM
status, Day 1-4
FSH & AMH.

Screening
Full screen on donor;
- Karyotype + CF screen
- Bloods group
- Chlamydial & Gonorrhoea Swab
- HIV 1&2, Hep B core antibody,
HEP B surface antigen, HEP C
- Syphilis
- HTLV 1 & 2
- Characteristics taken

If sexually transmitted disease
identified refer to GU clinic

Further screening if needed;
- Alpha zero and β
Thalassaemia,Glucose-6phosphate dehydrogenase
deficiency
- Sickle cell
- Tay sachs
- Green HFEA Donor pen portrait
discussed and given to complete.
To be returned at info & consents
session.

If chromosome abnormality identified,
appointment to see Dr in assisted conception
clinic/refer to genetic counsellor
Donor/Sharer goes on list
awaiting to match to recipient

Donor/Sharer and
recipient scheduled
by doctor

Donor/Sharer information
session and sign consents

Recipient identified
Known/Unknown

Returned confirmation
letter from GP A91C.
Completed A89C, WOC,
CD.
Results from initial
screen reviewed by
nurse, doctor, consultant
embryologist (PR)
before progressing.
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